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IMPORTANT DATES AND INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N.</th>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
<th>BAMS Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Date of Registration form on BHU website for applying it through online</td>
<td>15-05-2018, 10.00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Last date &amp; time for registration through online</td>
<td>14-08-2018, 11.59 PM (23 hours 59 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Date of Counseling and Medical Checkup etc.</td>
<td>Last week of August, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Date of joining and commencement of classes</td>
<td>To be declared later on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CERTIFICATES/DOCUMENTS IN ORIGINAL TO BE PRODUCED AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEW/COUNSELING

1. Admit cards issued for NEET-2018
2. Rank letter and marks card
3. Date of birth certificate
4. High school certificate
5. 10 + 2 / Intermediate certificate
6. 10 + 2 / Intermediate mark sheet
7. Cast certificate for SC and ST category
8. Central Government OBC category non-creamy layer certificate issued within six months
10. Transfer certificate
11. Migration certificate
12. Character certificate

Four copies of passport size colored identical photographs as uploaded in Registration Form
Scanned and attached/up-loaded as prescribed along with registration form.

I. Please ensure that you are using the correct registration form.
II. Each candidate should submit one registration only.
III. The Specimen signature, a recent high contrast passport size colored photograph of candidate and thumb impression with red/blue stamp ink to be scanned and attached/up-loaded as prescribed along with registration form.
IV. The candidates are advised to read and understand this Information Brochure CAREFULLY.
V. A recent high contrast passport size colored photograph is required to scan. Photograph is not to be attested.
VI. Photograph MUST be snapped on or after January 2018 with a placard indicating the name of the candidate (as in the registration form) and the date of taking photograph.
VII. In case name and date are written on the photograph after taking it, the registration will be rejected.

VIII. The name and date on the photograph must be clear and legible.

IX. Keep a few identical photographs in reserve for use at the time of admission.

IN THE INTEREST OF THEIR WARDS, PARENTS/GUARDIANS ARE ADVISED TO ASSIST THE FILLING OF THE ONLINE REGISTRATION CAREFULLY.

Course fee

1. There is no course fee for BAMS Course. Only university and other fee have to be paid as per existing rules.

2. The course fee for BNYS course is Indian Rupees 50,000/per annum have to be paid along with university and other fee as per existing rules.

BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY

The Banaras Hindu University established in 1916 by Mahamana Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviyaji, is one of the most prestigious Central University of the country. An institution of autonomous character and repute, having Hon’ble President of India as its visitor, Banaras Hindu University is the largest residential University in Asia. Being a living embodiment of such visionaries as Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviyaji, Dr. Annie Besant and Dr. Radhakrishnan, this national institution epitomizes a synthesis of ancient wisdom and modern scientific temper. The holistic model of education, conceived and enriched by the illustrious founder, offers refreshing new perspectives to young minds and facilitates the accomplishment of their creative talent. Its contribution in extending the frontiers of knowledge in critical areas as also in the regeneration of the community values is well manifested through its alumni who form a great chain of distinguished personalities throughout the world occupying key positions in varied professional domains.

The national ethos of the University is reflected in the richly diverse student and teaching community transcending regional, lingual, religious and even national boundaries. Foreign students from 32 countries—United States, England, Europe, Africa, Middle East, Asia and Australia provide an international aroma to this great seat of learning. Nationwide competition for admission through the Undergraduate, Postgraduate and Research Entrance Tests- UET/ PET/RET and provision of English as a medium of instruction and teaching have been attracting students from different corners of India and abroad.

Spread over an area of 16.5 Sq. kilometers this University with its majestic buildings of monumental architectural design, a sprawling campus, lush green fields and canopies of magnificent avenues is testimony to the ingenuity and foresight of its founder — Mahamana Malaviyaji.

The University is located on the western bank of River Ganga about 10 kilometers from the Varanasi Junction of Indian Railways. Varanasi is also air linked with Delhi, Mumbai and Agra, Ahambad, Kolkata, Bagalore etc. It enshrines within its precinct phenomenal range of faculties incorporating diverse disciplines of Science, Humanities. Social Sciences, Commerce, Law, Education, Visual Arts, Performing Arts, Sanskrit Vidyadharma Vijnana, Management, Medicine—Modern and Ayurveda, Engineering & Technology, Agriculture, Library Science, Journalism and a large number of Indian and Foreign languages.

The University has 140 independent teaching Departments, many of them recognized as centers of excellence, 16 Faculties, 4 Institutes viz. Institute of Medical Sciences, Indian Institute of Technology (BHU) and Institute of Agricultural Sciences, and Institute of Environmental & Sustainable Development, One college — Mahila Mahavidyalaya, 4 Schools — School of Material Science, School of Biomedical
Engineering, School of Biochemical Engineering and School of Biotechnology, 6 centers of Advanced Studies, 13 COSIST Programmes and 15 Special Assistance Programmes in various Departments of the University.

The University has its own Tele-communication setup including internet, a dairy, agricultural farm, a museum of art and culture of international repute Bharat Kala Bhavan, a swimming pool, guest house complex, auditoriums including the main Swatantrata Bhavan housing nearly 2,000 seats with modern facilities, a Central Library having more than one million volumes along with a chain of Library System, health centers, 1,200 bedded modern hospital and trauma centre, indoor and out-door stadium, gymnasium, the famous Lord Vishwanath Temple, Air/Navy/infantry NCC Wings, employment guidance and information bureau, placement centers, hobby centre, cafeteria, 4 branches of State Bank of India including ATM, one branch of Bank of Baroda and 3 branches of Post Office, a telegraph office, shopping centre, public relation setup, helipad and own security arrangement of law and order - all located within one walled campus. The institution provides ample opportunities both for students and staff of varying disciplines for a fruitful interaction. It has on one hand the purest form of Indian culture and heritage, and on the other hand, it has facilities for the development of most modern knowledge in science, technology, medicine, agriculture, music, fine arts and other emerging areas. Recognized world over as an esteemed institution, Banaras Hindu University has a composite amalgam of academics and student community.

Besides teaching and training, the University has earned a distinction of having contributed immensely both in quality and quantity of a meaningful research. Many among the faculty members are the ones recognized and awarded with national and international recognition of the highest order for their contribution both in teaching and research.

INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
FACULTY OF AYURVEDA

Gram: Medinstitute, Varanasi

Phone: 0542-2307500
Fax: 0542-2367568
Website: www.bhu.ac.in

The Ayurvedic education in Banaras Hindu University was started in the year 1920 in a section of Ayurveda under the faculty of Oriental Learning and Theology. Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya, the founder of the University invited KavirajDharamdasji, a renowned physician to join the University in the section of Ayurveda. Due to his dedication, the dream of Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya was fulfilled and in 1927, the College of Ayurveda in Banaras Hindu University was established. Kaviraj Dharamdasji was the founder principal of the Ayurvedic College. A new era of education in Ayurveda was started consisting of Six years AMS (Ayurvedacharya with Medicine and Surgery) course under the separate faculty of Medicine and Surgery.

The college was attached to the 100-beded, "Sir Sunderlal Hospital" and Graduates of Ayurveda started to get practical training in this hospital. In AMS course, there were provisions of teaching Science as well as almost all the disciplines of Modern Medicine along with Ayurveda. It was a unique attempt to utilize the best of both the systems. In 1951, the University re-designated the AMS Course to ABMS (Ayurvedacharya Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery) by incorporating new modern disciplines.

In 1959, the existing undergraduate course in Ayurveda was suspended to provide more emphasis on Post Graduate education and research. Banaras Hindu University is the only University in the country, which has a full-fledged constituent Faculty of Ayurveda in its Campus. The Faculty of Ayurveda is the integral part of the Institute of Medical Sciences where all the three Faculties i.e., Faculty of Medicine,
Faculty of Dental Sciences and Faculty of Ayurveda function under one roof and common administrative control. This unique and singular situation provides ample opportunity for academic interaction between all the Faculties with interdisciplinary research, education and patient care which is essential for growth of medical science in general and scientific development of Ayurveda in particular.

In 1999, the graduation course in Ayurveda was restarted with 4½ years duration followed by compulsory internship of one year as per the recommendation of Central Council of Indian Medicine leading to BAMS degree. Presently this Faculty consists of 16 academic departments. Sixty students are admitted every year in BAMS Course.

Besides, the Institution has facility for admission of students in different disciplines of Postgraduate courses leading to MD (Ay.)/MS (Ay.) degrees. It has 15 specialty disciplines, which is the largest number for any one single Ayurvedic institution in the country.

Faculty of Ayurveda also conducts Self Financing Postgraduate Diploma Courses under special course of study in Agni Karma & Jalaakavacharan, Kshar Karma, Maternal Health Care, Neonatal & Child Care, Panchakarma Therapy, Sangyaharan, Vikiran & Chhaya and a certificate course in Prasavavigyan and Aurvedic Pain Management are open to graduates of Ayurveda.

From July 2006, self financing B. Pharm. (Ay) 4 year degree course started at Rajiv Gandhi South Campus, BHU, Barkachha, Mirzapur. In 2012, 4½ years B.N.Y.S. has also been started at Rajiv Gandhi South Campus, BHU, Barkachha, Mirzapur. 30 students in each course are admitted every year.

Further, a number of scholars are enrolled for Ph.D. degree in various disciplines after obtaining Masters Degree. Along with Ayurvedic courses, students can concurrently pursue certificate courses in foreign languages, Sanskrit, Yoga and computer education in this University. To facilitate overall personality development the University offers within its Campus opportunities for students to join Hobby Center, Gymnasium, Sports Center, Adventure club and Literary Societies.

Separate residential accommodation for boys and girls are available in close proximity of the institute premises. Post Graduate Hostels are separate. The Institution has well equipped libraries containing nearly 1,00,000 volumes of reading materials like books, journals, technical reports etc. and subscribes -for more than 200 national and international journals. It also has facilities for photocopying, Internet and computer based MEDLARS database on CD-ROM from 1966 till date. The institution has a teaching hospital with nearly 1200 bed strength. The University hospital has sophisticated therapeutic and diagnostic equipments including CT scanner and MRI system. In addition to the Indoor services, the Ayurvedic wing of Sir Sunder lal Hospital runs twelve O.P.D. Services and specialty services like Ayurvedic Pain management clinic, Ayurvedic Psychiatry, Ayurvedic Psychosomatics, Infertility clinic, Metabolic & Diabetic clinic, Panchakarma Therapy, Rasayana, Urinary disorders clinic etc.

DETAILS of THE ADMISSION PROCEDURE for BHU-BAMS (AYUSH UG) COURSE-2018 in FACULTY OF AYURVEDA, IMS, BHU & SELF FINANCING BNYS COURSE AT RAJIV GANDHI SOUTH CAMPUS, BHU, BARKACHHA, MIRZAPUR

1. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

1.1 Candidate shall be admitted in BHU-Ayush UG course -2018 as per NEET 2018 merit, if he/she:

1.1.1 is an Indian National

1.1.2 Has passed the intermediate Science or Pre-Medical Course/12 years of 10+2 examination or Equivalent Examination of recognized Indian University/Board/ Council with Physics, Chemistry, Biology and English (herein after called the qualifying examination).
1.1.3 Has obtained not less than 50% of the total marks in English, Physics, Chemistry and Biology taken together at the qualifying examination for General Category and 45% for General PC candidates. 40% marks for SC/ST/OBC (Non-creamy layer) and respective PC candidates. Candidates appearing for the qualifying examination may also apply. The candidate has to submit mark sheet and pass certificate at the time of counseling indicating that he/she has passed the qualifying examination in English, Physics, Chemistry and Biology along with other subjects.

NOTE:

(a) All those candidates appearing in the qualifying examination as per clause 1.1.2. are expected to fulfill the eligibility requirements of clause 1.1.2. and 1.1.3. by 30th June 2018 are eligible to apply to BAMS and BNYS course. However, their merit at the NEET-2018 will be considered for admission only if they provide documentary evidence of having satisfied the requirements of the clause 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. at the time of counseling.

(b) If the student fails to submit his/her marks sheet of the qualifying examination (appearing in 2018) at the counseling or if he/she fails to secure a minimum of 50% marks for General candidates and 45% for General PC candidates and 40% marks in case of SC/ST/OBC and respective PC candidates in English, Physics, Chemistry and Biology taken together at the qualifying examination as per clause 1.1.3. his / her candidature for admission to the above courses shall not be considered.

2. AGE

He/she has completed age of 17 years at the time of admission or will complete the age on or before 31st December of the year of his/her admission to the 1st year BAMS and BNYS Course. The upper age limit for BAMS and BNYS admission is 25 years on the date of NEET, 2018 with relaxation of 5 years for the candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC and PC category.

The age criteria as mentioned in NEET(UG)-2018 information brochure for appearing in NEET(UG)-2018 is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Age Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For candidates unreserved category(UR)</td>
<td>born on or between 07-05-1993 and 01-01-2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For candidates of SC/ST/OBC/PC category</td>
<td>born on or between 07-05-1988 and 01-01-2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. HOW TO REGISTER FOR THE ADMISSION:

Candidate who fulfills the above eligibility requirements shall register online at http://www.imsbhu.formzero.in in the prescribed registration form for BHU- BAMS and BNYS (Ayush UG) admission-2018 for the admission to first year BAMS/BNYS course.

4. LAST DATE & TIME FOR SUBMISSION OF COMPLETED ONLINE REGISTRATION FORMS:

Tuesday, 14 – 08 – 2018, 11.59 PM (23 hours 59 minutes).

5. NUMBER OF SEATS & RESERVATION OF SEATS: Out of total seats in BAMS and BNYS courses, 27% are reserved for Other Backward Classes (non-creamy layer), 15% for Scheduled Castes (SC) and 7.5% for Scheduled Tribes(ST). 3% seats are reserved for physically challenged candidates.

6. For Admission of First year BAMS course. 60 Seats as per approval of Central Council of Indian Medicine and AYUSH Department, Government of India, New Delhi, and the distribution of seats in BAMS course is: General — 31; OBC (non-creamy layer) — 16; SC — 09; ST — 04 and among these...
distribution, 2 – seats are reserved for physically challenged candidates.

7. For Admission of First year BNYS course, 30 seats available at Rajiv Gandhi South Campus (Barkachha), Banaras Hindu University (under special self financing courses). The distribution of seats is: General — 15; OBC (non-creamy layer) — 08; SC — 05; ST — 02, and among these distribution 01 – seat is reserved for physically challenged candidates.

7. SC/ST CANDIDATES

The seats reserved for scheduled caste/scheduled tribe shall be filled only with SC and ST candidates and not with others. In case of non-availability of candidates on the merit list of either SC or ST, the principle of inter transferability of candidate between aforesaid two categories shall be followed. Even after this effort, if the seats for SC/ST or both remain vacant, the same will remain vacant.

In respect of candidates belonging to scheduled caste or scheduled tribe category, a certificate from any one of the following authorities stating that the candidate belongs to a scheduled caste or scheduled tribe category, should be submitted at the time of counseling.

(A) District Magistrate/ Additional District Magistrate/ Collector/ Deputy Commissioner/ Additional st
Deputy Commissioner/Deputy Collector/ 1 Class Stipendiary Magistrate/ City Magistrate/Sub-Divisional Magistrate/ Taluka Magistrate/ Executive Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner
(B) Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Presidency Magistrate.
(C) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(D) Sub-Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and his/her family normally resides.
(E) Administrator/ Secretary to Administrator/Development Officer (Lakshdwep Island).

8. The seats reserved for OBC (Non-creamy layer) shall be filled only with OBC (Non-creamy layer) candidates.

In case of non-availability of candidates on the merit list of OBC (Non-creamy layer), vacant seats of OBC category will be filled with general category candidates.

OBC candidates are required to produce a certificate at the time of counseling issued by the competent authority stating that candidate belongs to OBC category of Central Govt. of India and falls in the non-creamy layer of OBCs. The certificate should be recent one issued within six month period from the last date of submission of registration form.

Candidate must note that a certificate from any other person/authority will not be accepted. The name, designation and the seal of the officer should be legible; the original certificate has to be submitted at the time of counseling and admission.

9. Physically Challenged (PC): Reservation for orthopedically disabled candidates would be as per MCI regulations. PC candidates shall have to submit a PC certificate, in original. The qualified Physically Challenged (PC) candidates should get themselves certified preferably at one of the under mentioned Disability Assessment Boards constituted at four metro-cities:

i) Vardhman Mahavir Medical College & Safdarjung Hospital, Ansari Nagar, (Ring Road), New Delhi-110029.

iii) Institute of Post Graduate Medical Education & Research, 244, Acharya J.C. Bose Marg, Kolkata-20
iv) Madras Medical College, Park Town, Chennai – 600003.
If physically disabled candidates are not available, the seats will be filled by the regular candidates.

10. FOREIGN NATIONAL
Foreign National candidates will be admitted in BAMS course only after receiving the specific nominations from Department of Ayush, MOH & FW and the aforesaid nominations will be over and above of the sanctioned UG and PG seats from the Department of Ayush. The nominations must be received on or before 14th August 2018.

11. Except for the above category of seats there is no other category / quota of seats for admission to first year BAMS and BNYS course.
12. Any attempt on the part of a candidate to influence the authorities, directly or indirectly will be treated as disqualification for candidature for admission to BAMS and BNYS course.

13. FILLING OF ONLINE REGISTRATION FORM: To apply online the candidate should have a valid e-mail ID. With that e-mail ID the candidate has to register at http://www.imsbhuj.formzero.in then the candidate has to follow the instructions given by the web page for filling up the registration form.

14. PAYMENT OF REGISTRATION FEE: Rs. 1000/- for GEN/OBC and Rs. 750/- for SC/ST candidates The candidate has to follow the given guidelines and instructions on that web page to pay the fee through online banking by using credit / debit card (ATM card) / internet banking. The candidate who does not have online facility may deposit the fees through challan as per the guideline of the web page.

15. SELECTION PROCEDURE
Candidates will be selected in order of merit on the basis of the aggregate marks secured at the NEET 2018. The minimum qualifying marks will be 50% for general category, 45% for general PC category and 40% for OBC (Non Creamy layer)/Scheduled Caste / Scheduled Tribe candidates and respective PC candidates. The selected candidates shall be required to appear personally before the Admission Committee for counseling / interview.

NOTE
Admission shall not be claimed by any candidate as a matter of right. The admission shall be entirely at the discretion of the admission committee of the institute, which may refuse to admit any candidate without assigning any reason.

16. In case of candidates obtaining equal marks at the NEET 2018, the inter-se-ranking of the candidates shall be determined in the following order:
   (a) Marks obtained by the candidate in the Zoology Subject in NEET, 2018
   (b) Marks obtained by the candidate in the Botany Subject in NEET, 2018
   (c) Marks obtained by the candidate in the Chemistry Subject in NEET, 2018
   (d) Marks obtained by the candidate in the Physics Subject in NEET, 2018
   (e) The date of birth i.e. the candidate senior in the age would rank higher

17. The candidate who is selected for admission shall be admitted to the Institute provided he/she is found to be medically fit on medical examination by the Medical Board as constituted by the Director for the purpose on any date as fixed by the Director of the Institute. If a candidate does not appear personally before the Admission Committee for Counseling/Interview or does not come for the Medical Examination on the date so fixed, his/her provisional admission shall be automatically cancelled, and
his/her seat shall be offered to the next candidate on merit. The candidates selected MUST deposit the prescribed admission fee on the date as specified, failing which his/her admission is liable to be cancelled.

(a) In all matters, relating to admission to BAMS course the decision of the admission committee of the Institute shall be final and binding on the candidate.
(b) If it is detected that there is something against the candidate which would have prevented him/her from being admitted to the institute for providing false information, act of gross misconduct and indiscipline, and his/her provisional admission shall be liable to be cancelled.
(c) In case of any dispute the decision of the admission committee shall be final however; an appeal may lie to the Vice-Chancellor, Banaras Hindu University against such decision. In no case, any candidate shall take recourse to the court of law directly.
(d) In case of any dispute, Varanasi shall be the jurisdiction.
(e) On detection of any fake/forged documents submitted at the time of counseling/admission, the candidature will be cancelled.

For any relevant queries candidate may contact-

1. The Director, Institute of Medical Sciences, BHU-0542, 2367568
2. Professor-Incharge, BAMS /BNYS Admission(Ayush UG)-2018 e-mail: professorinchargeayushug2018@gmail.com, Mobile-9889376064, Co-Incharge BAMS /BNYS Admission(Ayush UG)-2018 Mobile: 8840871859

Sangeeta Gehlot